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words (9 pages) Essay in Information Technology The use of Information Systems Development Methodologies (ISDMs)
will aid the current workings.

Main focus of the documentation is on the end product rather than the evolution of product. We conducted the
various test cases for the developed online shopping system to find out the bugs in the web application. Order
management refers to the management of the order details. All customer feedback information will be sorted
in the database for future use. Product Cost. The themes range from picking and choosing products to pushing
specific information to the customer. The ways in which knowledge management enables support is in the
provision of complete customer history in real time, maintenance and access to corporate knowledge bases or
industry knowledge sets such as IndustrySupport. These needs have given rise to container aggregation
shipping models and e-Businesses such as iShip. There are many other powerful databases such as Oracle,
Mysql etc are available. Multi-modal transportation systems include the ability for the organization to
interface with many types of transportation components including container, truck, rail, air, and others.
Authorized customer can login. Achieve operational excellence: analyzing competitive strategy. Admin can
select the exact suggestion from the current customer, support team suggestion for increase customer in the
management process and also apply the particular action for increase the accuracy. The difficulty is that the
enterprise may not have all the policies and procedures in place to do global export. So we will use the
storefront builder for larger store offerings with combines all of the features of an order system with contact
management system. This document show the status of Online Shopping System and development background
and then introduces or discusses the system design, system objectives, system requirements and overall all
phases of development or implementation of system. Enterprises must plan a strategy to sell products over the
multiple mediums and develop a strategy for back-end fulfillment. Apply Action: Loyalty of each customers
are assigned here depends on customer total login times and purchase level. Rapid development. It is not
enough only to make the website, because people from different places, with different platforms accessing our
website. Most customers do not want to have to say no to the same product or service to multiple companies in
a short time period. Admin has a full provision for view all customer, Support team suggestions and action set.
A fulfillment strategy may mean a relationship with your supplier to deliver direct to your customer instead of
to your business. At the checkout the system will calculate a total of the all item which are added by customer
and if any applicable taxes, shipping and handling charges will be added. During the every step, extensions,
designing and modifications are made. A hosted system never be downloaded but is hosted through a hosting
service providers and it requires fee or nominal percentage of sales as per their rules. Mainly three types of
shopping cart systems that are used to build better ecommerce stores as, Ordering systems, online storefront
builder systems and third is specialized systems. Many businesses track orders to the point of shipment not to
the point of delivery to the customer. It is vital to minimize the different dangers identified with those tasks. If
the current requirement is identified in order to change these products, then the process of formal change is
followed in order make the change. Disadvantages of Prototyping Model This method is less applicable for the
existing systems as compare to the existing new systems development. Admin Module Admin module is the
third main module in this project. The prototyping techniques, object oriented techniques which are the
multiple ways in order to implement the models such as incremental, waterfall and spiral models. This
feedback is used to support team to increase accuracy. When a customer starts looking for product or service
information, online or offline, he or she engages in browsing content, searching, comparing, configuring,
interacting, questioning, and listening. This is why supply chain visibility is important in Online selling
system. Product or service selection is facilitated by real-time shopping environments created to give
consolidated views of price, availability, shipping and tax rules, and any other pertinent information that
would alleviate the ordering process. Well defined interfaces are needed due to the fact that few modules may
be completed early compare to others. Web Server for JSP is free. The dimension of the radial representing
cumulative cost which is incurred while accomplishing the steps that are done so far as well as dimension of
angular representing the progress which is made during the completing the every spiral cycle. Hard Disk Drive
20GB min. Build customer profile: Depends on customers purchase level, supporting team will build profile
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for each customer. However interactive marketing threads through this process and there is opportunity for
service also.


